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Arthur Gabriel Terrance was named after
Arthur Gabriel Christophe. He was the
great-grandfather of my mother. There
were many signs in his life as a little boy
that pointed to the road on which he is
currently traveling. One of the signs is
music. He has always enjoyed listening to
music and dancing as a toddler. Also, his
father would make all of the siblings sit
down on the sofa as he would read or quote
poems that he wrote. That was the
beginning of seeds of artistry that would
eventually become a major part of his life.
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Poetical Expressions of Love (9781424180523) by Arthur G. Terrance. Short Love Poems - Inspirational Words of
Wisdom I dont know why, but I loved words like Novel, Story, and Diary When I was in the middle of grade 6 in
Elementary School, I had some obsesses with poetical 50 Famous Love Quotes Guaranteed To Make You FEEL
Things Loves Refinement: Metaphysical Expressions of Desire in Philip Sidney and John On the other hand, in their
arguments and attitudes toward love and poetry, The Meaning Of Love, Romantic Poem Mesmerizing and inspiring
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Heart Updated Daily!
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